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OIL RECOVERY IMPROVEMENT THROUGH PROFILE MODIFICATION
5Y THERMAL PRECIPITATION

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study is to develop the method of temperature dependent
precipitation as a means to modify injection profiles in petroleum reservoirs. A saturated
solution is injected into a reservoir at high temperature and allowed to cool. If the chemical
has a decreasing solubility with decreasing temperature, the chemical will precipitate in the
reservoir. This will plug that pan of the reservoir and divert subsequently injected fluids
into other regions of the reservoir.

SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL PROGRESS

During this reporting period, construction of the experimental apparatus was nearly
completed. The survey of candidate chemicals was expanded. The solubility data for the
expanded list of chemicals has been obtained, the solution density data are being
assembled, and the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) are being collected. The
development of the simple models for the porosity reduction during thermal precipitation
has been completed.

During the next quarter, the core holder will be completed and incorporated into the
experimental apparatus. Initial measurements of sample porosity and permeability will
begin.

Porosity Reduction from Cooling by Convection

If a hot solution is injected into a cool formation, the following analysis can be used
to provide an estimate for how much the porosity would be reduced. As an example, a
brine solution of sodium chloride is considered.

The enthalpy, Q, required to raise the temperature of a bulk volume of reservoir,
V R, initially at temperature, T2, to a final reservoir temperature, T 1, by injecting hot
saturated solution at temperature, T1, is given by:

Q = VR * MR * (T 1 - T2), (1)

where MR is the volumetric heat capacity of the reservoir.
The temperature of the chemical saturated solution starts dropping as it passes

through the cooler reservoir. The drop in temperature alters the chemical solubility, which
results in pre_pitation of the chemical. Assuming the chemical saturated solution ultimately
cools to a final temperature, T2, the volume of chemical solution required to heat the
reservoir rock from T2 to T 1 can be computed through a heat balance:

Q = v t * M *(T 1- 1"2) + Vprecipitate * Pvrecivitate, AH, (2)Mw

where Vt is the volume of chemical saturated hot solution injected at an initial temperature,

T 1, M is the volumetric heat capacity of the saturated solution, Vpm:ipitam is the volume of
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precipitate, Pprecipitate is the density of the precipitate, Mw is the molecular weight of the

precipitate, and AH is the heat of solution of the precipitate.
It can be shown that the heat of solution is negligible compared to the enthalpy

required to heat the formation through an energy balance. Assume a saturated solution of
sodium chloride at 500°F is injected through one cubic foot formation, initially at 100°F.
The volumetric heat capacity of the reservoir, MR, over the temperature range of 500°F to

100°F is taken to be 32 13TU/ft3. Substituting these values in Eq. 1, we find that enthalpy
needed to heat the cubic foot of formation is 12,800 BTU.

The maximum enthalpy release from the heat of solution during precipitation will

occur if the porosity is reduced to zero. In this case, the volume of precipitate would be ¢ *
VR. For a heat of solution for sodium chloride of 1.164 BTU/lb-mole, a molecular weight

of 58.5 lbm/lb-mole, a precipitate density of 134.74 lb/ft 3, and a reservoir porosity of
16%, the maximum enthalpy released during precipitation within one cubic foot of
reservoir would be 0.43 BTU. Since this value is very small with respect to the 12,800
BTU needed to heat the formation, the heat of solution can be neglected in the energy
balance.

If the second term of Eq. 2 is neglected and the equation is combined with Eq. 1,
we obtain:

V R * MR
Vt = M (3)

This equation gives the volume of hot solution required to heat the given volume of

reservoir to the temperature of the injected solution. The volume of precipitate, Vprecipitate,
at lower teml:m.rature, T2, has been previously reported as

Vprecipitate-(Vt MI'M2 "_,/_ )- _P_i_i_teJ " (4)

where Ml and M2 are the masses of chemical dissolved in the solution at the high and low
temperatures, respectively, and Mt is the total mass of the solution at T1.

Substituting the value of Vt from Eq. 3 into Eq. 4 we obtain:

:rVprecipitate _,Porecipitatej * M (5)

If the hot solution displaces ali of the other fluids in the reservoir, the bulk volume
of the reservoir occupied by the solution can be expressed in terms of porosity and the
volume of chemical saturated hot solution injected:

Vt
VR - (6)

Combining Eqs. 5 and 6 we obtain the following expression for the ratio of the
volume of the precipitate to that of the initial solution for the thermal precipitation by
convection process:
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Vt (Pprecipitate) M * 0" (7)

This ratio is also eq_ml to the fractional reduction in porosity:

AC Vprecipitate

- Vt • (8)

The reduction in porosity for thermal precipitation by convection using sodium
chloride is calculated in the following example. The volumetric heat capacity, MR, is 32

BTU/ft 3. The volumetric heat capacity of a sodium chloride solution (M) over the

temperature range of 500°F to 100°F is 55 BTU/ft3-°F. The mass of sodium chloride
dissolved in the solution, M l and M2, is obtained from its solubility at the high and low
temperatures, respectively. For a rock porosity of 16%, Eq. 8 yields a fractional reduction
in porosity of 26.8%. This is about three times higher than the porosity reduction for the
conductive cooling process reported in the previous quarterly report,

PUBLICATIONS

There were no publications during this reporting period.






